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FirstStop WebSearch Standard Edition Download [Mac/Win] 2022

1. Drag and Drop FirstStop WebSearch� onto your desktop. 2. Select the desired search engines and web sites to be searched. 3. View search results and customize the columns. 4. Save search results as Web Search Results (.wsr) files. 5. Export search results in to file formats. 7. Filter and sort search results. 8. Unlimited number of search engine
and web site options. *"Update" and "Modify" features available with Deluxe and Visual Edition only. FirstStop WebSearch� Visual Edition: 1. Drag and Drop FirstStop WebSearch� onto your desktop. 2. Select the desired search engines and web sites to be searched. 3. View search results and customize the columns. 4. Save search results as
Web Search Results (.wsr) files. 5. Export search results in to file formats. 6. Filter and sort search results. 7. Unlimited number of search engine and web site options. 8. Filter, sort, and modify results. FirstStop WebSearch� Deluxe Edition: 1. Drag and Drop FirstStop WebSearch� onto your desktop. 2. Select the desired search engines and web
sites to be searched. 3. View search results and customize the columns. 4. Filter and sort search results. 5. Unlimited number of search engine and web site options. 6. Save search results as Web Search Results (.wsr) files. 7. Export search results in to file formats. 8. Filter and sort search results. 9. Filter, sort, and modify results. 10. Set up
Keyword History. 11. Screenshot Utility is available for taking a screen capture of a desktop display, any window on the desktop, or any portion of the web browser display. 12. Examine the first 1000 URL search results. 13. Examine the first 1000 keyword search results. 14. Copy multiple Web Search Results (.wsr) files at a time. 15. Highlight
and copy selected text from Web Search Results (.wsr) files. 16. Highlight and copy selected text from Web Search Results (.wsr) files. 17. Translate your Web Search Results (.wsr) file. 18. Print and email Web Search Results (.wsr) files. 19. Modify or remove existing Web Search Results (.wsr) files. 20. Create web links from

FirstStop WebSearch Standard Edition Free [Latest 2022]

￭ Allows the user to easily access popular internet sites via the use of "Macro Keywords". "Macro Keywords" are defined as "search phrases" that are accessed by simply typing the keyword into the address bar of the browser. For instance, the user can create a macro for the Yahoo! search engine ( to access the "Home Page" of Yahoo! simply by
typing "Yahoo" into the address bar. ￭ "Automatically Generate "Macro Keywords" ￭ Allows the user to specify a URL, search phrase, and "Macro Keyword", and automatically generate a list of "Macro Keywords" with identical search criteria to access that URL. ￭ "Dictionary" Search Mode ￭ The "Dictionary" search mode supports "Direct
Words", "Fuzzy Words", "Phrase Words" and "Tagging Words". "Direct Words" are defined as single words appearing in the URL, "Fuzzy Words" are defined as words that contain or are surrounded by words or words that contain an asterisk (*). "Phrase Words" are defined as two or more words or words or words surrounded by words or words.
"Tagging Words" are defined as a set of words that are preceded and/or followed by a tag symbol. ￭ Multiple "Macro Keywords" ￭ Allows the user to create a second search engine with identical search criteria. This feature allows the user to have one search engine for general searching, and a second search engine for searching a specific subset
of the general search engine's results. ￭ Start Page ￭ The "Start Page" searches only the specific URL and return results from the original search engine. ￭ Folders ￭ Allows the user to create a folder, much like the folders in a folder structure, for the user to store the results of a search. ￭ Page Cache ￭ Allows the user to create a list of URL's and
"Macro Keywords", and have the URL's and "Macro Keywords" cached in the FirstStop WebSearch browser. The user can create a new list of URL's by simply repeating the list of URL's or by replacing the list of URL's with different URL's and/or "Macro Keywords". The "Page Cache" feature is used to accelerate the accessing 77a5ca646e
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Version: 1.16 FirstStop WebSearch� is the most powerful Meta-Search Engine ever. It is designed to search multiple search engines and web sites simultaneously for a comprehensive Internet experience. It provides the user with the ability to search the INTERNET with the ease and flexibility of searching the local hard drive. It provides the
power of querying all search engines at once and not just the single search engine at a time. FirstStop WebSearch� provides all the functionality of a Meta-Search Engine, and much more. FirstStop WebSearch� is a versatile application that enables the user to enter as many search engines and web sites as they wish and simultaneously search the
INTERNET with the user's multiple search engines at once. What is a Meta-Search Engine? FirstStop WebSearch is a free stand-alone web search engine. It provides the power of querying multiple search engines at once to provide the user with the ability to search the INTERNET with the ease and flexibility of searching the local hard drive.
Meta-Search engines such as FirstStop WebSearch search multiple search engines simultaneously so that the user can search the INTERNET with the ease and flexibility of searching their local hard drive. Meta-Search engines like FirstStop WebSearch are designed to search the INTERNET as the user would search their local hard drive. Meta-
Search Engines differ from other search engines in two major ways: 1. Meta-Search Engines do not search specific sites or domains. They search ALL sites. If there is a site or domain you would like to search, simply add the site or domain name to the list of search engines. For example, if you would like to search all "web site" keywords, add the
term "web site" to the list of search engines. 2. Meta-Search Engines are designed to search many search engines simultaneously. Unlike search engines that can only search one search engine at a time, Meta-Search Engines like FirstStop WebSearch can search ALL search engines simultaneously. If a search term exists in the results of one of the
search engines, the search will be automatically be added to the results of all the search engines. Meta-Search Engines like FirstStop WebSearch are designed to search many search engines simultaneously so that the user can search the INTERNET with the ease and flexibility of searching their local hard drive. There are three kinds of meta-search
engines available. They are: 1. Meta-Search Engines, 2. meta-search

What's New In FirstStop WebSearch Standard Edition?

FirstStop WebSearch Standard Edition is incredibly fast desktop application which can searches multiple search engines and web sites simultaneously for a more comprehensive Internet experience. This award winning, customizable multi-search engine has been described as the FASTEST no-nonsense meta search for the net. It runs on any MS
Windows desktop and works with as many sources as selected by the user. By utilizing the resources of the desktop, FirstStop WebSearch; offers custom viewing of results, sorts by columns, saves as XML or HTML files, and keyword history searches. Here are some key features of "FirstStop WebSearch Standard Edition": A new real-time filter
displays your search results in an efficient graphic display that can be best described as an inverted tree with branches. Each branch of the tree shows your search results sorted and grouped by words and phrases most frequently found in your search results and can be easily viewed by a simple click of the mouse. This quick look view provided by
the "Discovery Tree" makes a large number of search results manageable by its interactive design for sorting and its side-by-side detail view.. Query Builder ( Deluxe and Visual Edition Only) An exciting new feature is the ability for the user to conduct an advanced search without any knowledge of "Boolean" operators or complex database
language. The FirstStop Query Builder lets the user use a simple Wizard to fill in the search criteria. As the user enters the information, the FirstStop Query Builder dynamically builds the query with all the proper syntax. The user can actually watch the query being built and changed as the search criteria is entered and modified. Thumbnails
(Visual Edition Only) FirstStop WebSearch� Visual Edition Version can display search results and favorite bookmarks as collections of thumbnail images. The visual presentation of search results increases users success rates and efficiency, as they utilize visual recollection to identify relevant information and eliminate unwanted results. Query
Library FirstStop WebSearch� now has a "Query History" window that shows past search results. With a simple double click the user can bring up previous search results, or with a right mouse button click, the user can search the web and update* a previous result. Also with a right mouse button click, the user can modify* the search criteria or
delete the search all together. Advanced Filter* (Deluxe and Visual Edition Only) Due to popular demand we have added the ability to enter Boolean expressions in the results filter. "Advanced Filter" provides the user with the power to form arbitrary Boolean expressions containing the keywords AND, OR, and NOT, quoted and grouped with
parentheses. Save and Export Search Results The user can save search results in a Web Search Results (.wsr) file format. When FirstStop WebSearch� is installed, the installation program will setup a file association for any file with the.wsr file extension. This allows the user to click on
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System Requirements For FirstStop WebSearch Standard Edition:

Please read the manual before buying. Be sure to read the description on the product page to ensure you meet the requirements for the product. The minimum requirements are: Windows: Win7, Win8, Win10 MAC OS X: MacBook or equivalent iMac or equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM (2 GB recommended) 300 MB RAM (500 MB
recommended) 1 GB RAM (2 GB recommended)300 MB RAM (500 MB recommended)
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